
Experience reading in a whole new light 
with the new Kobo Aura H2O

At Kobo, we are constantly working to make reading 
even better for booklovers around the world. Now, 
the original waterproof eReader got even better, 
with the addition of ComfortLight PRO. 

Welcome to the new Kobo Aura H2O— 
you’ll experience reading in a whole new light.

MSRPs: $199.99 (CA); $179.99 (US); €179.99 (EU); £149.99 
(UK); $239.95 (AU); $309 (NZ) 

Display: 6.8” Carta E Ink touchscreen, 265 ppi, print quality 
Device size: 129 x 172 x 8.9 mm 
Weight: 210g 
Connectivity: Wi-Fi 802.11 b/g/n and Micro USB  
Processor: Freescale SoloLite iMx6 1Ghz 
Light: Fully adjustable built-in ComfortLight PRO technology 
Waterproof: HZO ProtectionTM—meets IPX8 rating. 
Waterproof for up to 60 minutes in up to 2 metres of water.  
Button: Power on/off   
Storage: 8GB eMMC 
Battery: Get weeks of battery life on a single charge* 1500 mA 
Colour: Black

* Dependent on individual usage.

Content: Instant access to Kobo’s eBookstore with over 5 
million titles. Stores more than 6000 eBooks.  
Library access via OverDrive (CA, US, UK, AU, NZ only)  
TypeGenius: 11 fonts, 50 sizes, plus exclusive weight and 
sharpness settings.  
Kobo Picks: Personal recommendations based on your 
feedback and interests.  
Advanced reading: Highlighting, dictionary, notes, and 
bookmarks.  
Stats and awards: Learn more about yourself as a reader 
and track your progress with reading stats. Enjoy spontaneous 
awards just for reading.  
Sharing: Share your favourite passages, quotes, and books to 
your Facebook® timeline.

Supported file formats:  
eBooks: EPUB, EPUB3, PDF and MOBI  
Images: JPEG, GIF, PNG, BMP and TIFF  
Text: TXT, HTML, XHTML and RTF  
Comic Books: CBZ and CBR 

Languages: English, French, German, Spanish, Dutch, 
Japanese, Italian, Portuguese and Turkish. 
Setup: Set up Kobo Aura H2O in just a few simple steps over 
your Wi Fi network, or directly from your computer with Kobo 
Desktop.


